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Introduction 
 

Ageing is definitely a theme that is significant both for men and women, and many novels 

have been written that explore this particular subject. In his book Stories of Ageing, Mike 

Hepworth accurately notes that in literature: “We see not only the visible outward surface 

appearance of people but are given privileged insight into their mental processes and 

perceptions of situations, and their motivations”.1 In this respect it is interesting to analyse 

ageing characters in literature and examine how they respond to their changes in life.  

       Ageing is an experience that is shared irrespective of which sex a person belongs to. 

However, how an individual experiences ageing might very well be affected by his or her 

gender. The purpose of this essay is to find out if ageing is depicted differently for women 

than for men, and in which respects. I will analyse four books; two that illustrate ageing from 

a male perspective and two that deal with the theme from a female perspective. The books 

chosen for this task are J.M. Coetzee’s Disgrace, Philip Roth’s The Dying Animal and Doris 

Lessing’s Love, Again and The Summer Before the Dark. The ageing central characters in 

these novels are over forty-five years old. As they are ageing, they are faced with their fears 

and disappointments and they examine their choices in life thoroughly. However, how they 

respond to their crises varies between the different characters and, as will be seen, between 

the male and the female protagonists.  

       Chapter one of this essay will analyse how the protagonists of these novels experience 

their changing identities. The emphasis is on the concept of role loss in life. Chapter two deals 

with ageing in relation to the characters’ sexuality, as it is apparent that all the characters still 

have sexual feelings and desires although their external appearances have changed. Chapter 

three discusses how the characters’ feelings concerning ageing are shaped by their 

relationships with younger partners. It also discusses the complications that arise due to the 

age differences. Finally, chapter four explains how the ageing process helps the characters to 

redefine their personalities and accept their new aged identities. 

       In Disgrace, the protagonist is the 52-year-old David Lurie whose identity crisis is 

connected with his decreasing ability to attract young women. David still has the same sexual 

feelings as when he was younger and he has problems with accepting his new situation in life 

as an aged man. David’s role loss in life is further connected to his lost authority as a father. 

His daughter Lucy has become a grown woman while David is ageing and becoming 

                                                 
1 M. Hepworth, Stories of Ageing (Buckingham: Open University Press, 2000) 54. 
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increasingly dependant on her, hence, the power balance between father and daughter shifts. 

Moreover, in David’s interaction with his young mistress Melanie Isaacs, he is uncertain 

about his role as a lover and consequently behaves more like a father. David is no longer able 

to rely on his physical attractiveness and his ageing forces him to explore other sides of his 

personality.        

       David Kepesh in The Dying Animal experiences similar problems. Kepesh is a 70-year-

old man who has a passion for young girls. The novel is told in retrospect and glances back at 

his love affair at the age of 62 with Consuela Castillo, a 24-year-old Cuban girl. Kepesh’s life 

has been devoted to young girls but he realises that, due to his age, his lifestyle will soon be 

impossible. Kepesh has to find a new role in life but he has problems with conforming to the 

stereotypical old man who is content with leading a quiet life. However, in his relationship 

with Consuela, the age difference makes him paranoid and jealous and their affair, in addition 

to his ageing, makes him revaluate his whole philosophy of life.    

       Sarah Durham in Love, Again is a 65-year-old woman who leads an interesting and 

fulfilling life. For Sarah, her crisis is actually a kind of delayed reaction to her ageing. The 

catalysist for her experience is a young actor who has the leading role in a play that her 

theatre company is staging. Sarah suddenly becomes aware of the pain and agony of growing 

old and her lost attractiveness to the opposite sex.  She struggles to accept her ageing face and 

body and her lost youth. However, for Sarah, the pain actually helps her to a greater 

understanding of herself.        

       In a similar way, Kate Brown in The Summer Before the Dark experiences her changed 

life circumstances. She is the youngest of the protagonists, and her perspective is thus from 

middle rather than old age. Kate provides the most apparent example of role loss in life since 

her crisis emerges out of the empty-nest syndrome. When her children are grown and leave 

home, she suddenly has time to analyse her life and becomes disillusioned. She realises that 

she has adapted herself to her husband and her children and suppressed her true self. 

However, although Kate is the character who has the most serious type of crisis, being on the 

verge of lunacy, her new insight makes her stronger and more hopeful.  
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1. The Experience of Ageing 

 

1.1. Lost Identity 
Ageing is definitely connected with considerable changes in life. Due to their ages, the four 

protagonists of these novels find themselves in situations where their old roles in life are no 

longer appropriate. Thus, the concept of role loss in life is apparent and they all share a sense 

of lost identity. Pauline Bart states in her essay Portnoy’s Mother’s Complaints, that: “The 

role one has in life and one’s image of [oneself] are intimately interconnected”2, so the work 

one has or the role one is accustomed to playing in life is a huge part of an individual’s sense 

of identity. Consequently, when the roles change as the characters age, they are forced to 

redefine themselves and change their self-perceptions.  

       It is further evident that the people with whom ageing individuals interact are very 

important in the shaping of their identities. Bart continues: “As a person goes from one stage 

in life to another…he or she must change his self-concept because the relevant or significant 

others, the people with whom he interacts, change.”3 Thus, children that grow up and become 

independent might lead to feelings of lost roles as mothers or fathers. Furthermore, the feeling 

of being ignored by younger men and women and no longer being viewed as a sexual creature 

might be devastating for an individual’s self-esteem. These feelings are reflected in the 

reactions of the characters in these novels.   

       However, how the characters react to the physical and psychological changes varies 

depending on their different personalities and values in life. In his book Stories of Ageing 

Mike Hepworth explains that: “ageing is simultaneously a collective human condition and an 

individualized subjective experience.”4 Ageing is a collective experience since it is a process 

that all humans are bound to go through. Irrespective of a person’s gender he or she will grow 

old and consequently experience ageing. The subjective part of the experience concerns the 

fact that everybody responds to the changes differently. Hepworth further notices that ageing 

is not simply a matter of chronology or biology, but that it is a complex process that involves 

the body, self and society in interaction with each other.5 From this it is evident that the 

process of ageing concerns both the body in terms of physical changes and the mind in 

relation to psychological changes. Furthermore, the experience of ageing is dependant on 
                                                 
2 P. Bart, ’Portnoy’s Mother’s Complaints’ in The Other Within Us, ed M. Pearsall (Colorado: Westview Press, 
       1997) 28. 
3 Ibid., 28. 
4 M. Hepworth, Stories of Ageing (Buckingham: Open University Press, 2000) 1. 
5 Ibid., 1. 
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society’s view upon the elderly and is likely to change during the ageing process. This 

provides an explanation and a background to the strong reactions that the main characters of 

these novels have regarding their ageing. 

 

1.2. David Lurie  
David Lurie in Disgrace has built a significant part of his identity upon the fact that he 

effortlessly has been able to attract women. David’s feelings and reflections concerning 

ageing are thoroughly described and it is apparent that his decreased ability to seduce women 

becomes a great identity crisis for him. At the age of 53, he finds himself in a new situation in 

life and he has to redefine himself as a person since many of his old ideas and reasons for 

living are no longer applicable. When David’s magnetism vanishes, he realises that women do 

not view him as a potential lover any more and that they look right through him: 

        

       With his height, his good bones, his olive skin, his flowing hair, he could always count on 

       a degree of magnetism. If he looked at a woman in a certain way, with a certain intent, 

       she would return his look, he could rely on that. That was how he lived; for years, for   

       decades, that was the backbone of his life. Then one day it all ended. Without warning his 

       powers fled. Glances that would once have responded to his slid over, past, through him. 

       Overnight he became a ghost. If he wanted a woman he had to learn to pursue her, often, 

       in one way or another, to buy her.6

 

It is indeed a chocking realisation for David when he understands that he is considered too old 

to be attractive and that he no longer can rely on his physical attractiveness. His new situation 

in life makes David disillusioned and he consoles himself by living in promiscuity, to avoid 

an acceptance of his true age.        

       This is further evident when David glances back at his life as he considers himself both 

personally and professionally a failure. He has been married twice of which both ended in 

divorce and none of his three published books has become a success. In his career as a 

teacher, he used to work as a professor of modern languages but because of rationalization he 

was degraded to adjunct professor of communications, a subject that he has no respect for. 

David does not seem to feel passionately for anything, in fact he claims that during his entire 

                                                 
6 J.M. Coetzee, Disgrace (London: Vintage, 2000) 7. 
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life, he has had: “Not much of an eye for anything, except pretty girls…”7 Consequently, 

when his lifestyle no longer is attainable due to the age differences between himself and the 

girls that he considers attractive, he becomes very lost.  

       Moreover, David has difficulties in finding a suitable perception of himself as an aged 

man. He does not find any comfort in ageing and he does not believe that the characteristics 

of elderly people apply to him: “He lacks the virtues of the old: equanimity, kindliness, 

patience. But perhaps those virtues will come as other virtues go: the virtue of passion, for 

instance.”8 Although David has not acquired the qualities of the old, he certainly seems to 

have lost his passion for life.   

       After his scandalous dismissal from the university, David takes refuge in his daughter’s 

home. He finds that his age renders him without authority and his thoughts repeatedly touch 

the concept of his lost role as a father. In Lucy’s home, David is not in charge and the father 

and child roles are reversed. He has to fit in: “Practise for old age, he admonishes himself. 

Practise fitting in. Practise for the old folks’ home”9. His staying at Lucy’s place is in his 

mind only practice for the adaptability he will have to fully master when he grows old. He 

realises that as an old person, he no longer has authority or even credibility. David’s lost 

authority becomes even more evident by Lucy’s manner when she addresses him, she speaks 

to him as to a person who does not understand and she no longer turns to him for advice or 

listens to his opinions. The first time that David notices that Lucy’s tone towards him has 

changed is after the violent attack on them: “…he cannot fail to notice that for the second time 

in a day she has spoken to him as if to a child – a child or an old man.”10    

       The reversed roles are naturally very painful for David, especially since he does not 

suffer from dementia or other age-related diseases. David is very much aware of the shift of 

power between himself and his daughter. Furthermore, David realises that it is only a matter 

of time before he will be dependent on Lucy to an even greater extent: “My daughter, he 

thinks; my dearest daughter. Whom it has fallen to me to guide. Who one of these days will 

have to guide me.”11 It is evident that David meditates very much on how old age will affect 

the relationship between himself and his daughter.  

 

 

                                                 
7 J.M. Coetzee, Disgrace (London: Vintage, 2000) 218. 
8 Ibid., 218. 
9 Ibid., 86. 
10 Ibid., 104. 
11 Ibid., 156. 
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1.3. David Kepesh 
David Kepesh is the oldest of the protagonists, and his problems with ageing are, as for David 

Lurie, intimately connected with his fear of becoming unattractive to young women. Kepesh’s 

identity is chiefly based on his sexuality and his ability to attract women. He abandoned his 

wife and his son to join in the sexual revolution in the Sixties and has since then devoted a 

large part of his life to the seduction of young girls and his conception of freedom. When he 

grows old, Kepesh finds himself in a situation that is quite similar to the one of David Lurie; 

he has to alter his self-perception. He also has difficulties in conforming to the stereotypical 

old man who is content with his pipe and his rocking chair. However, he realises that his 

insistence on freedom and sexuality is viewed as increasingly pathetic: 

        

       Look, I’m not of this age. You can see that. You can hear that. I achieved my goal with a 

       blunt instrument. I took a hammer to domestic life and those who stand to watch over it.  

       And to Kenny’s life. That I’m still a hammerer should be no surprise. Nor is it a surprise 

       that my insistence makes me a comic figure on the order of the village atheist to you who 

       are of the current age and who haven’t had to insist on any of this.12  

 

Kepesh seems to be disappointed in the new generation, particularly his own son, who seem 

to prefer to live their lives in the conventional way rather than in the state of sexual freedom 

that he finds so important.  

       Kepesh does not equate his identity with being a father; in fact, he has rejected everything 

about fatherhood and conventional life. Hence, his identity crisis is not so much connected 

with fatherhood. Nevertheless, Kepesh actually does seem to contemplate on his failures as a 

father and the consequences his lifestyle has had on his son’s life. It is apparent that Kepesh 

understands how his son and probably many of his contemporaries view him, that he is 

considered ridiculous and pathetic. Kenny contemptuously writes to his father: “The long 

white pageboy of important hair, the turkey wattle half hidden behind the fancy foulard – 

when will you begin to rouge your cheeks, Herr von Aschenbach? What do you think you 

look like? Do you have any idea?”13 Kepesh actually does seem to be conscious that it is not 

his external appearance that attracts women. It is implied that his attractiveness mainly is due 

to his intellectuality and his position as a minor celebrity.  

                                                 
12 P. Roth, The Dying Animal (London: Vintage, 2002) 112-113. 
13 Ibid., 89. 
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       However, he realises that at the age of seventy, it is high time for him to find a new 

meaning with his life. His freedom has left him quite lonely and he contemplates: “How much 

longer can there possibly be girls?”14 It is realistic to assume that his way of life soon will 

become impossible. Thus, Kepesh is forced to examine his situation and alter some of his old 

views of life.    

 

1.4. Kate Brown 
In The Summer Before the Dark, Kate Brown is at the stage of life where her children are 

grown and she suddenly has too much time for herself. It is evident that Kate has been a very 

dedicated mother and it is the empty nest syndrome that initially causes her crisis. Kate has 

devoted her whole life to her husband and children, all her feelings and attention have been 

directed towards her family and she has completely neglected her own wishes and desires. 

Pauline Bart states that: “The traditional woman bases her self-esteem on a role, motherhood, 

that she must finally relinquish”15. Kate Brown is doubtless one of these traditional women 

who has to find a new identity when her old role in life no longer is required from her.  

       It is evident that Kate is aware that her children must leave home and become 

independent and she understands the effect these massive changes will have on her life: 

        

       It is not possible, after all, to be a woman with any sort of mind, and not know that in 

       middle age, in the full bloom of one’s capacities and energies, one is bound to become  

       that well documented  and much-studied phenomenon, the woman with grown-up 

       children and not enough to do, whose energies must be switched from the said children to 

       less vulnerable targets, for everybody’s sake, her own as well as theirs.16         

 

However, the transition from being a mother to finding a new suitable identity is not easy. 

Kate starts to question her choices in life and the meaning of her existence. Since her children 

were born, she has had to suppress many of her real feelings and live up to her family’s 

expectations of her. For a long time she has had the feeling of living somebody else’s life, 

according to somebody else’s values. Bart further continues that: “If one’s sense of worth 

comes from other people rather than from one’s own accomplishments, it follows that when 

                                                 
14 P. Roth, The Dying Animal (London: Vintage, 2002) 22. 
15 P. Bart, ’Portnoy’s Mother’s Complaints’ in The Other Within Us, ed M. Pearsall (Colorado: Westview Press,  
       1997) 28. 
16 D. Lessing, The Summer Before the Dark (New York: Vintage, 1983) 19. 
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such people depart, one is left with an empty shell in place of one’s self.”17 This is exactly 

what happens to Kate when her children are grown and her ascribed role in life is no longer 

required.  

       Kate has adapted herself to fit into her social position in life as Michael’s wife and as 

mother to her children. She is well known for her charming personality and her pleasant 

appearance. When her children leave home for the summer, Michael encourages her to take a 

job she has been offered at Global Food. Kate realises that the job only will prevent her from 

finding a new identity. She will have to continue to conform to the same role as in her 

household:  

       

       Then she would nourish and nurture in herself that person which was all warmth and 

       charm, that personality which had nothing to do with her, nothing with what she really 

       was, the individual who sat and watched and noted from behind the warm brown eyes, 

       the cared for skin, the heavy curves of her dark-red hair18

 

It is apparent that Kate does not at all identify with the person she has become. 

       However, Kate’s identity crisis is not solely due to her lost role as a mother, it is also 

connected with her lost attractiveness. During her illness, Kate loses a lot of weight and she 

does not have the energy to attend to her looks. Therefore, after her illness, Kate’s external 

appearance is radically altered. Although she has not reflected much upon it, she has always 

been an attractive woman and she is accustomed to being noticed. Hence, the result of her 

new appearance is shocking for her. She realises that she can be practically invisible to other 

people, particularly men, and this new insight gives her an idea of what will come when her 

beauty fades.  

       The shocking revelation of how important her looks are to people’s perception of her 

makes Mrs Brown question her way of life and the way society shapes women. In the essay 

Friends or Foes, Reinharz discusses this female dilemma of being attractive to men: “For 

many girls and women, feeling dependent on men…is consistent throughout the life course, 

and much energy is expended in attracting and retaining the attention of men.”19 When Kate 

looks at her life in retrospect, she is embarrassed about how much time she has spent in front 

of the mirror trying to adapt herself to the male conception of an attractive woman: “Men’s 
                                                 
17 P. Bart, ‘Portnoy’s Mothers Complaints’ in The Other Within Us, ed M. Pearsall (Colorado: Westview Press,  
       1997) 35.  
18 D. Lessing, The Summer Before the Dark (New York: Vintage, 1983) 46. 
19 S. Reinharz, ’Friends or Foes’ in The Other Within Us, ed M. Pearsall (Colorado: Westview Press, 1997) 84. 
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attention is stimulated by signals no more complicated than what leads the gosling; and for all 

her adult life, let’s say from twelve onwards, she had been conforming, twitching like a 

puppet to those strings…”20 In her role as Michael’s wife, she has conformed to his 

preferences; she has dyed her hair and dressed in the clothes that he considered attractive.    

       Because of her illness, Kate is able to pass for an old woman when she does not arrange 

her clothes and hair in a suitable way. She tries on two different personalities: the respectable 

Mrs Brown and the invisible Kate Brown. The discovery that she can choose to go around 

unnoticed, that the recognition of people is solely dependant on her manners, how she dresses 

and wears her hair, comes as a shock for Kate. Susan Sontag claims in her essay The Double 

Standard of Aging that: “To be a woman is to be an actress. Being feminine is a kind of 

theatre with its appropriate costumes, décor, lightning, and stylized gestures.”21 This is an 

important revelation for Kate in her search of a new identity.  

       When Kate realises that people look right through her, she understands how dependant 

she has always been of other people’s recognition: “She knew now, she had to know at last, 

that all her life she had been held upright by an invisible fluid, the notice of other people.”22 

She realises that she has to alter her whole self-concept and find her intrinsic worth, especially 

since none of her old roles in life are suitable for her.   

 

1.5. Sarah Durham  
Sarah Durham at the age of 65 is actually already an elderly woman, but her acceptance of her 

ageing has been postponed due to her active social and professional life. She has been 

widowed for many years and she has raised her children, who now are grown, alone and 

without help from anyone. In her professional life, she is an appreciated member of the 

renowned theatre company The Green Bird, and she has not had time for love affairs or 

meditations on what old age really means to her. It is not until she falls in love with a man far 

younger than herself that she is forced to face her true age.  

       Maureen Corrigan comments in her review of Love, Again that the central subject is that 

“of an aging woman struggling with the changing importance her sexuality and her  

attractiveness have to her identity”23, which of course is an accurate description of Sarah’s  

                                                 
20 D. Lessing, The Summer Before the Dark (New York: Vintage, 1983) 186. 
21 S. Sontag, ’The Double Standard of Aging’ in The Other Within Us, ed M. Pearsall (Colorado: Westview 
       Press, 1997) 22. 
22 D. Lessing, The Summer Before the Dark (New York: Vintage, 1983) 180.  
23 M. Corrigan, ”Improbably Star-Crossed.” Rev. of Love, Again, by Doris Lessing. (The Nation, 
       Vol. 262, No18, 1996) 62-63, 66. 
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emotional struggle. Sarah is, in the initial part of the novel, pleased with her life and her 

appearance. She is a well-preserved 65-year-old woman who is satisfied with her life and her 

looks. When she views herself in the mirror, she examines her external appearance: “Not bad, 

she supposed. She looked a handsome middle-aged matron.”24 She considers herself to be an 

appropriate looking woman for her age. 

       However, during the course of the novel, Sarah repeatedly and increasingly critically 

examines her body and face in the mirror. It becomes apparent that she also struggles with 

feelings of lost sexual attractiveness and lost power over the opposite sex. The mirror has a 

significant place in the novel as a means for Sarah to comprehend that she is not young any 

more. She looks into her mirror in an effort to comprehend what other people see when they 

look at her: 

 

       ..she makes herself stand in front of a truthful glass, to stare hard and cold at an ageing 

       woman, makes herself return to the glass, again, again, because the person who is doing  

       the looking feels herself to be exactly the same (when away from the glass) as she was at 

       twenty, thirty, forty. She is exactly the same as the young girl and the young woman who 

       looked into the glass and counted her attractions. She has to insist this is so, this is the  

       truth: not what I remember - this is what I am seeing, this is what I am.This.This.25  

 

It is clearly difficult for the protagonist to comprehend that her external appearance, although 

doubtless youthful looking considering her real age, is that of a middle-aged woman. Sarah 

considers that the cruelty of nature is that the outside ages while the inside stays exactly the 

same as when she was a young girl. This theme of the external decline around the characters’ 

unchanged personalities is a feeling that seems to be shared by all the old. Sarah reads a 

passage in one of her books that accurately describes this phenomenon:  

        

       Growing old gracefully…the way has been signposted. One might say the instructions are 

       in an invisible script which becomes slowly legible as life exposes it. Then the 

       appropriate words only have to be spoken. On the whole the old don’t do badly. Pride is a 

       great thing, and the necessary stances and stoicism are made easy because the young do 

       not know – it is hidden from them – that the flesh withers around an unchanged core.26  

                                                 
24 D. Lessing, Love, Again (New York: HarperPerennial, 1997) 14. 
25 Ibid., 245.  
26 Ibid., 3. 
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Sarah shares this feeling of being trapped within an ageing body, and she feels that her face is 

like an aged mask restraining her youthful soul. Sarah’s passion for the young actor Bill and 

subsequently for Henry forces her to confront her repressed feelings concerning ageing. She 

has to accept her ageing with all that it entails of lost passion and physical decline and finally 

accept her new aged identity.   

 

1.6. Male and Female Identity Crises       
From the analysis of the main characters of these novels, it is apparent that they all undergo 

identity crises because of their ageing. The greatest similarity between the male and the 

female characters is obviously the way they all have built a large part of their identities upon 

their attractiveness. This implies that when their attractiveness is fading, they are left with a 

sense of lost identity. Surprisingly enough, this seems to affect the male characters just as 

much as the female.               

       The men have obviously, to a larger extent than the women, lived their lives according to 

their own wishes and desires. Both David Lurie and David Kepesh have lived their lives quite 

selfishly and based their meaning of life chiefly on their sexuality. David Kepesh is the most 

apparent example since he abandoned his wife and son in order to live in a state of complete 

freedom. When the male characters realise that their ways of life are no longer possible they 

must revaluate their ideals. 

       The women, on the other hand, have devoted their lives to raising children, working and 

taking care of their households. It seems that the women have not really chosen their ways of 

life to the same extent as the men. Kate Brown was not prepared for the limitations that 

married life with children meant, and Sarah Durham’s husband died quite young and left her 

alone to bring up their children. Kate Brown eventually realises that she is not at all living her 

life according to her own values and Sarah Durham recognises that she has repressed feelings 

that she has to deal with in order to accept her ageing.    

       However, the feelings of lost identity seem to strike equally hard regardless of the 

characters’ past. The male characters as well as the female seem to be very disappointed with 

their situations in life, but for different reasons. It seems that these feelings of disappointment 

with their lives are necessary for the characters in order to make the changes their ages 

require.  
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2. Ageing and Sexuality - Passion as a Privilege for the Young 
 

For the main characters of these novels, their sexual feelings and desires remain intact 

although their external appearances are changing. It is apparent that for both the female and 

the male characters, ageing is linked to feelings of lost sexual attractiveness and they share an 

awareness of society’s critical view of their sexuality.  

       However, Susan Sontag in The Double Standard of Aging claims that there is a double 

standard concerning ageing and sexuality, and that it operates consistently to women’s 

disadvantage. In her essay, Sontag claims that women become sexually ineligible much 

earlier than men and that for most women ageing is “a humiliating process of gradual sexual 

disqualification”27. Although Sontag’s suggestion concerns reality and not fiction, it is 

interesting to view the novels from this standpoint.  

       The character of David Lurie is actually in disagreement with Sontag’s opinion. His 

reflections on older men and younger women actually suggest that men also suffer from 

ageing in the respect that they are not found as sexually attractive as younger men. David 

Lurie definitely seems to consider himself too old to be sexually desirable. As described in 

chapter one, his decreasing ability to attract women is a great crisis for him and his despair 

makes him search for sexual excitement wherever he can find it. However, his sexual 

encounters cannot comfort him and he even imagines that the prostitutes he visits talk about 

their customers, particularly older men, in a certain manner: 

        

       He has a shrewd idea of how prostitutes speak among themselves about the men who 

       frequent them, the older men in particular. They tell stories, they laugh, but they shudder 

       too, as one shudders at a cockroach in a washbasin in the middle of the night. Soon, 

       daintily, maliciously, he will be shuddered over. It is a fate he cannot escape.28  

 

David obviously believes that his ageing inevitably will make him increasingly unattractive 

from a sexual point of view. 

       Furthermore, David’s second wife, Rosalind, with whom he still has a quite friendly 

relationship, makes his ageing and sexual unattractiveness painfully clear: “You’re what – 

fifty two? Do you think a young girl finds any pleasure in going to bed with a man of that 

                                                 
27 S. Sontag, ’The Double Standard of Ageing’ in The Other Within Us, ed M. Pearsall (Colorado: Westview 
       Press, 1997) 20. 
28 J.M. Coetzee, Disgrace (London: Vintage, 2000) 8. 
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age? Do you think she finds it good to watch you in the middle of your…?”29. David reflects 

upon her opinion and it seems that he actually agrees. Subsequently he thinks: “Perhaps it is 

the right of the young to be protected from the sight of their elders in the throes of passion”30. 

Coetzee obviously focuses very much on the effects of ageing on David’s sexuality. This 

suggests that ageing men are not spared critical opinions concerning this subject and that they 

also are viewed as sexually ineligible when they grow older.        

       It is definitely a struggle for David to accept his true age and his decreasing ability to 

attract the young beautiful girls that in his opinion are desirable. When David makes love to 

Bev Shaw, a woman who he does not find remotely physically attractive, he subsequently 

meditates on his new situation in life: “Let me not forget this day, he tells himself, lying 

beside her when they are spent. After the sweet young flesh of Melanie Isaacs, this is what I 

have come to. This is what I will have to get used to, this and even less than this.”31 David’s 

life has obviously become radically altered because of his ageing and his changed appearance. 

Thus, his ageing does seem to have a negative effect on the way he is viewed as a sexual 

creature.  

       The character of David Kepesh also confirms that ageing and sexuality is not an easy 

combination for men. To an even greater extent than David Lurie, Kepesh has devoted his life 

to the seduction of young women but, due to his age, he realises that his time as a womaniser 

will soon be over. He is conscious that his way of life is considered unnatural and immoral: 

 

       …should a man of seventy still be involved in the carnal aspect of the human comedy?  

       To be unapologetically an unmonastic old man susceptible still to the humanly exciting? 

       That is not the condition as it was once symbolised by the pipe and the rocking chair. 

       Maybe it’s still a bit of an affront to people, to fail to abide by the old clock of life. I  

       realize that I can’t count on the virtuous regard of other adults. But what can I do about 

       the fact that, as far as I can tell, nothing, nothing, is put to rest, however old a man may 

       be?32

 

This provides a good description of the dilemma of ageing. Kepesh tries to prepare himself 

for the changes that are bound to happen and he struggles to adapt himself to his new situation 

in life.  However, his sexual feelings and his desires are the same as when he was younger, 
                                                 
29 J.M. Coetzee, Disgrace (London: Vintage, 2000) 44. 
30 Ibid., 44. 
31 Ibid., 150. 
32 P. Roth, The Dying Animal (London: Vintage, 2002) 37. 
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while his external appearance has changed. Consequently, his contemporaries view him as an 

old man who preferably should not be involved in casual sexual relationships, at least not with 

women far younger than himself.  

       It is further evident that Kepesh’s affairs with younger girls are not solely pleasurable. He 

is aware that some of his attraction is due to curiosity on behalf of the younger partner. The 

girls are curious about his sexual experience and his physical appearance. He imagines that 

they talk about him and question: “‘But what about his skin? Didn’t he smell funny? What 

about his long white hair? What about his wattle? What about his little potbelly? Didn’t you 

feel sick?’”33. Thus, Kepesh is conscious of the fact that it is not his physical appearance that 

attracts women.  

       The female characters are also experiencing almost identical difficulties with their ageing 

and their sexuality as the male characters. Kate Brown is middle-aged and experiencing 

changes in her sexual attractiveness. It soon becomes apparent for Kate that her magnetism is 

almost exclusively based on her youthful appearance: “After a certain age - or rather, after a 

certain age and presented in a certain way – a woman feels as if the streets have had a magic 

wand over them: where are all the hunters gone?”34. Kate becomes disillusioned when she 

realises that men no longer view her as a sexual creature but only as an aged woman. She 

becomes very aggressive and finds that she wants to provoke the men into noticing her, an 

impulse that is very far from the feelings of the ordinary, respectable Mrs Brown.  

       However, Kate gets involved in an affair with a younger man who, notwithstanding her 

age, is attracted to her. In her past, Kate has also experienced another love affair with a 

younger man and she recognises that age differences in sexual relationships are not to the 

older woman’s advantage: “…no sane woman goes to a boy for sex, an area where ripeness is 

all…”35. She also confesses that her sexuality had been frightening for the young boy who 

was practically without experience and she had to adapt herself to fit his perception of her: 

        

      …she had dolled it up in her mind, making something presentable of it to fit the 

       convention ‘older woman, younger man.’ But really it had been humiliating….Her 

       sexuality for him had been horrifying – or would have been; she had, of course, damped 

       it….She had felt with him as if she had a secret or a wound that she must conceal.”36

 
                                                 
33 P. Roth, The Dying Animal (London: Vintage, 2002) 8.  
34 D. Lessing, The Summer Before the Dark (New York: Vintage, 1983) 199. 
35 Ibid., 66. 
36 Ibid., 80-81. 
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Thus, it seems that even if younger men might be attracted to older women, the age 

differences are revealed in their sexual expectations. This dilemma is not at all discussed in 

the novels with the ageing male protagonists. Quite the contrary, experience is something that 

only seems to make the male characters more attractive in the eyes of young women.  

       The other female protagonist, Sarah Durham in Love, Again, is already aged and she has 

seemingly spent all her passion and buried her sexuality.37 She initially congratulates herself 

for the fact that she, most likely, will not have to experience a love affair, with all that it 

entails, again: 

        

       She found herself at sixty-five telling younger friends that there was nothing to getting 

       old, quite pleasurable really, for if this or that good took itself off, then all kinds of  

       pleasures unsuspected by the young presented themselves, and one often found oneself 

       wondering what next surprise would be. She said this sort of thing in good faith and while 

       observing the emotional tumults of those even a decade younger than herself even 

       indulged private shudders at the thought of going through all that again – a formula which 

       included love.38    

      

However, when she notices that the handsome young actor Bill seems to be attracted to her, 

her repressed sexual feelings reappear. Sarah has lived for two decades without passion and 

quite contentedly but Bill suddenly makes her ageing intolerable. 

       Sarah is well aware that her desire for Bill should be considered unnatural and absurd if it 

became known. She is conscious of society’s judgmental opinions: “Most men and more 

women – young women afraid for themselves – punish older women with derision, punish 

them with cruelty, when they show inappropriate signs of sexuality.”39 Hence, she keeps her 

feelings a secret. She is conscious that older women preferably should live calm, nonsexual 

lives and certainly not have sexual feelings for men far younger than themselves. 

Nevertheless, it becomes increasingly apparent that her sexual feelings are far from buried 

and that she still mourns her lost youth.         

       However, in the same manner as Kate Brown, Sarah realises that she and Bill probably 

would not be compatible. There is a huge difference in experience between herself and the 

young man and she even thinks about his sexual expectations in a quite condescending way: 
                                                 
37 M. Corrigan, ‘Improbably Star-Crossed’, Rev of Love, Again by Doris Lessing (The Nation, Vol. 262, 
       No. 18, 1996) 62-63, 66. 
38 D. Lessing, Love, Again (New York: HarperPerennial, 1997) 8.  
39 Ibid., 133. 
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“As for Bill, what he would like probably would be a kiss and a good cuddle.”40 Sarah seems 

to believe that her sexual experience would intimidate Bill, and she is probably correct in her 

assumption. Her invitations towards him only seem to further distance him from her.  

       Subsequently, Sarah shifts the object of her desire from Bill to Henry, who also is 

considerably younger than her. In a similar way to David Kepesh, Sarah realises that, 

although a younger person may desire her, the feeling is always linked with feelings of 

curiosity about her body’s appearance and her sexual experience. Sarah thinks about Henry:  

        

       He wanted to be in bed with her, certainly, and if he did come into her bed it would be 

       passion, most certainly, but – she faced this steadily, though it hurt quite horribly – with 

       him there would be too, curiosity. What is it like having sex with a woman twice my  

       age?41

        

Thus, it seems that the characters’ ageing and their lost sexual attractiveness equally afflict 

men and women. The problems they are confronted with are very similar; the men are just as 

affected by their vanished magnetism as the women and they all mourn their lost youth. 

Furthermore, both the male respectively the female characters are judged very harshly by 

society when they show inappropriate signs of sexuality. There is a minor difference in the 

way the characters’ sexual experience is valued. It seems that the male characters are 

considered more attractive because of their sexual experience while the female characters, if 

anything, are considered intimidating because of theirs.  

       However, the feelings of sexual disqualification because of their ages seem to be shared 

irrespective of the characters’ gender. Hence, Susan Sontag’s suggestion about a double 

standard concerning ageing and sexuality does not seem to be reflected in these particular 

novels.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
40 D. Lessing, Love, Again ( New York: HarperPerennial, 1997) 133. 
41 Ibid., 245. 
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3. Relationships with Younger Partners 
 

The main characters of these novels all go through relationships with younger persons and 

their views upon ageing are to a large extent shaped by these experiences. Relationships that 

cross the generations are not uncomplicated and difficulties frequently arise due to the age 

differences. In his book Stories of Ageing, Mike Hepworth explains that: “age identity 

emerges out of interaction between younger and older people, although the interpretation of 

age differences will vary according to the nature of the relationship, its history, situation, 

place and the passage of time.”42 One of the situations where age differences become most 

apparent is in relationships where one of the couple is significantly older.  

       In her essay The Double Standard of Ageing, Susan Sontag claims that ageing women are 

equally disadvantaged in their relationships as they are in their sexuality. In her essay, Sontag 

argues that a young woman is likely to attract a man her own age while an older, perhaps 

divorced, woman probably will have to settle for a man considerably older. In contrast, an 

aged, single man will in all probability be found attractive to a younger woman, since what 

makes men attractive to women is not tied to youth.43 It is interesting to analyse if this view is 

reflected in the relationships between the characters in these novels.   

       In Disgrace, David Lurie seduces one of his students, the young and pretty Melanie 

Isaacs. It is noteworthy that Coetzee does not mention David’s physical appearance as a 

source of attraction for Melanie. It is, in fact, suggested that her attraction towards him solely 

springs from his intellectuality and his authority. Thus, it seems that merits such as experience 

and knowledge are illustrated as desirable qualities in a man, and these obviously do not have 

anything to do with youth.  

       However, their relationship is not at all accepted in the eyes of society. The scandalous 

relationship between them forces David to confront society’s judging opinions and he is 

aware of the view that relationships between older and younger individuals are considered 

unnatural. The condemnation of relationships across the generations is however, society’s 

opinion and it does not necessarily imply that he agrees. Quite the contrary, David’s arrogant 

behaviour during his trial proves that he refuses to be ashamed of his actions. He questions the 

                                                 
42 M. Hepworth, Stories of Ageing (Buckingham: Open University Press, 2000) 63.  
43 S. Sontag, ‘The Double Standard of Ageing’ in The Other Within Us, ed M. Pearsall (Colorado: Westview 
       Press, 1997) 20. 
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motive of the inquiry: “You have in mind a ban on intimacy across the generations?”44 He 

insists that he is ultimately on trial because of his old age and society’s intolerance. 

       Nevertheless, in his relationship with the young Melanie, David finds the age difference 

quite difficult to handle. He is old enough to be her father, and it is evident that the 

relationship confuses David. Apart from the sexuality, he does not know how to relate to her.  

David seems to have paternal feelings for Melanie, which is repeatedly revealed in his 

conversations with her. When he tries to seduce her he notices that his age makes him speak 

to her as a father: “…he has forgotten how to woo. The voice he hears belongs to a cajoling 

parent, not a lover”45, and the almost thirty years of age difference is revealed in several of 

their conversations, as when he tries to console her: “‘There, there,’ he whispers, trying to 

comfort her. ‘Tell me what is wrong.’ Almost he says, ‘Tell Daddy what is wrong.’”46 Thus, 

the relationship between Melanie and David only makes it more evident for David that he is 

obsolete and has to change his way of life into a more suitable existence for his age. 

       The portrayal of the ageing David Kepesh in The Dying Animal is quite similar to the one 

of David Lurie in Disgrace. As for David Lurie, there are no suggestions that women are 

drawn to Kepesh because of his physical appearance. His attractiveness seems to only rely on 

his job and his position as a minor celebrity. Nevertheless, Kepesh is able to attract quite a 

few women on these premises.        

       At the age of 62, Kepesh initiates a love affair with one of his students, Consuela Castillo, 

a 24-year-old woman. The age difference between Consuela and Kepesh is great and it is 

obvious that she is drawn to Kepesh not in spite of his age but because of his age and his 

experience. In her review of The Dying Animal, Molly Haskell points out that: “Consuela’s 

cultural dimness is the equivalent of Kepesh’s lustreless body, her beauty the trade off for his 

mind.”47 While Consuela is attracted to Kepesh because of his intellect, he is solely attracted 

to her because of her beauty and youth. 

       However, Kepesh experiences problems in his interaction with this young woman. When 

he meets Consuela he is used to living without emotional involvement, but he soon finds 

himself obsessed with the girl. In her review of The Dying Animal, Haskell further notes that: 

“Having aged, he is up against the jealousy and anxiety women feel earlier and more often:  

                                                 
44 J.M. Coetzee, Disgrace (London: Vintage, 2000) 52. 
45 Ibid., 20. 
46 Ibid., 26. 
47 M. Haskell, ”Review of The Dying Animal by Philip Roth” (New Leader 84, no. 3, 2001) 38.  
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competition with younger rivals; rivalry with the memory of one’s own younger self.”48 It is 

doubtless Kepesh’s age that renders him paranoid and jealous that some young man might 

steal his girlfriend away: “How do I know a young man will take her away? Because I once 

was the young man who would have done it.”49

       Kepesh notices that his relationship with Consuela does not make him feel younger than 

he is. Quite the contrary, Consuela’s youth only makes him feel his own age and his mortality 

more clearly: 

        

       Far from feeling youthful, you feel the poignancy of her limitless future as opposed to 

       your own limited one, you feel even more than you ordinarily do the poignancy of every 

       last grace that’s been lost. It’s like playing baseball with a bunch of twenty-year-olds. It  

       isn’t that you feel twenty because you’re playing with them. You note the difference 

       every second of the game. But at least you’re not sitting on the sidelines.50     

        

Although his own lost youth becomes more apparent in contrast to Consuela, Kepesh is 

obviously somewhat pleased that he is still allowed to be part of the aspect of life that belongs 

to the young.   

       Because of the age difference between himself and Consuela, Kepesh feels extremely 

uncertain about his own attractiveness and he is obsessed with the fear of losing her: “Because 

of our ages, I have the pleasure but I never lose the longing.”51 His passion for this young 

woman does not give him any rest, he becomes extremely jealous, to the point of paranoia. 

Because of his age, Kepesh experiences feelings of jealousy and longing that he has never felt 

before, and his obsession with Consuela actually helps him to revaluate his way of life and 

change his life concept.   

       It is not only the men who involve themselves in relationships with younger partners. The 

women in these chosen novels are equally attracted to younger men. Kate Brown in The 

Summer Before the Dark engages herself in a love affair with a young man in order to 

postpone her problems with ageing. However, the young man almost immediately falls ill 

from a strange disease. Kate’s chief problem with the relationship is that her feelings for the 

man are mainly maternal; she even describes herself as a “maternal woman” rather than a 

                                                 
48 M. Haskell, “Review of The Dying Animal by Philip Roth” (New Leader 84, no. 3, 2001) 38. 
49P. Roth, The Dying Animal (London: Vintage, 2002) 40. 
50 Ibid., 34. 
51 Ibid., 39. 
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“love woman.”52 Because of Jeffrey’s similarity with her children, she understands his 

predicament and she sympathises with the pain he is feeling and his bewilderment about what 

to do with his life. She wants to comfort him and console him as if he were her own son: 

“Almost she could have said: There, there, it will be better soon, and hugged him.”53 There is 

a striking similarity between David Lurie’s and Kate Brown’s behaviours towards their 

younger partners.  

       Kate Brown is also made aware, during this brief love affair, that the natives of the small 

Spanish village where they are staying judge her and Jeffrey as immoral. The hotel manager 

tries to hide his feelings but is not entirely successful: “He was exuding reproach, sadness. As 

it were a philosophical reproach. While his kind, fine eyes rested on the lovers, it was as if he 

said, We are poor people here. We cannot afford such things.”54 The scandalous relationship 

between them is viewed as even more odd because of its casualness; it is strangely without 

passion and desire. Jeffrey is just a means for Kate to prevent her feelings about her ageing 

and her life crisis overwhelming her.        

       Sarah Durham also falls, surprisingly and insanely, in love with a handsome 26-years-old 

man who has a leading role in a play that her theatre company is staging. Because of the age 

difference between herself and Bill, she considers her feelings both impossible and ridiculous. 

The huge age difference between them makes Sarah question his motives for flirting with her: 

“If she wanted to be cynical, then her possibilities for doing him good professionally were not 

large.”55 She is uncertain about why he tries to impress her since she is old enough to be his 

grandmother Her feelings for Bill are, however, far from maternal while it becomes 

increasingly apparent that he thinks of her a second mother rather than in a sexual way.56   

       Furthermore, when Sarah is on the verge of telling Stephen about her desire for Bill, he 

suspects her feelings and is appalled and shocked. Sarah becomes aware just how scandalous 

her feelings for the young man are considered. However, she secretly believes that her state is 

not unusual and that older individuals frequently fall in love with younger persons: 

 

       …old women by the thousand – probably by the million – are in love and keep quiet 

       about it. They have to. Good Lord, just imagine it: for instance, an old people’s home full 

       of senior citizens, or, as they charmingly put it, wrinklies, and half of them are secretly 

                                                 
52 D. Lessing, The Summer Before the Dark (New York: Vintage, 1983) 100. 
53 Ibid., 82. 
54 Ibid., 114. 
55 D. Lessing, Love, Again (New York: HarperPerennial, 1997) 91. 
56 Ibid., 197. 
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       crazy for the young jay who drives the ambulance or the pretty girl cook. A secret hell, 

       populated with the ghosts of lost loves, former personalities…57  

 

None of Sarah’s love affairs actually become realized and she questions why nature makes 

old people fall in love with young people:   

        

       Is it that we all have to suffer the fate of falling in love, when old, with someone young 

       and beautiful, and if so, why? What was it all about? One falls in love with one’s young    

       self - yes, that was likely: narcissists, all of us, mirror people - but certainly it can have 

       nothing to do with any biological function or need. Then what need? What renewal, what 

       exercise in remembering, is Nature demanding of us?58         

  

Sarah is correct in her assumption that Nature in fact is demanding something of her, her love 

for Bill and subsequently for Henry is not really about them. Her problematic feelings are just 

a means for Nature to tell her that something is wrong. She has to accept her new stage of life 

and deal with suppressed feelings of rejection that spring from her childhood. 

       The similarities in how the male, respectively female, characters experience ageing in 

their relationships with younger partners are striking. They all seem to be drawn to younger 

individuals in an effort to postpone their own ageing. However, they experience difficulties in 

their interaction with their younger partners because of the age differences and maternal and 

paternal feelings often reveal themselves. Furthermore, they all sense reproach from their 

contemporaries for feeling love and desire for younger persons. The contrast between the 

characters and their youthful partners ultimately makes them feel their ages more clearly and 

in a way helps them to accept their true ages. There is, however, a minor difference between 

the male and the female characters in the fact that the male characters’ careers and authority 

are emphasised as reasons why younger women are attracted to them, while the older women 

seem solely to attract younger men because they are still considered physically attractive and 

youthful looking. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
57 D. Lessing, Love, Again, (New York: HarperPerennial, 1997) 177. 
58 Ibid., 107. 
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4. Redefining Identity 
 

As it has been seen in the preceding chapters, the protagonists of these novels all experience 

ageing as great crises. Their feelings of lost identity, lost sexual attractiveness and their 

complicated relationships with partners from the younger generation force them to redefine 

their identities and accept their ageing. Ageing is linked with feelings of loss and as the 

characters are forced to give up certain aspects of their personalities, they develop other 

qualities instead. 

       Coetzee’s portrayal of David Lurie shows a man that is very disappointed with his life 

and who struggles to accept his ageing and his mortality. There are some crucial stages in 

David’s development towards a new identity. For one, his decreasing sexual attractiveness 

forces him to stop living through his physical appearance and he even considers giving up 

women altogether: 

 

       He ought to give up, retire from the game. At what age, he wonders, did Origen castrate 

       himself? Not the most graceful of solutions, but then ageing is not a graceful business. A 

       clearing of the decks, at least, so that one can turn one’s mind to the proper business of  

       the old: preparing to die.59  

 

David views his new stage of life as extremely depressing and he seems to be very lost. He 

repeatedly stresses that after a certain age, one just has to endure one’s life, no matter how 

indifferent: “After a certain age one is simply no longer appealing, and that’s that. One just 

has to buckle down and live out the rest of one’s life. Serve one’s time.”60  

       Subsequently, when David loses his job as a result of his affair with the young Melanie 

and then is faced with the harsh reality at Lucy’s smallholding, his life is suddenly completely 

altered. The violent attack on David and Lucy leads to another stage in the acceptance of his 

ageing. He seems to further lose hope for the future and his and Lucy’s relationship becomes 

even more strained. He begins to realise what his ageing really means to him: “For the first 

time he has a sense of what it will be like to be an old man, tired to the bone, without hopes, 

without desires, indifferent to the future.”61 Thus, his changed life circumstances lead to a 

realisation of his mortality and help him to accept his ageing.  

                                                 
59J.M. Coetzee, Disgrace (London: Vintage, 2000) 9. 
60 Ibid., 67. 
61 Ibid., 107. 
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       David starts helping Bev Shaw with the dogs at the clinic and finds that the job actually 

brings him some sort of consolation and meaning with his own life. By taking care of the dogs 

after their death, he undertakes a job that nobody else cares about. The job is important as the 

final stage in the acceptance of his ageing. He contemplates: “It gets harder all the 

time…Harder, yet easier too. One gets used to things getting harder; one ceases to be 

surprised that what used to be hard as hard can be grows harder yet.”62 When he gives up on 

his favourite dog, a dog that he has become emotionally attached to, it is implied that he gives 

up on his own hopes for the future as well. It seems that although ageing for David 

doubtlessly leads to a greater understanding about life and about himself, it is also connected 

with loss of joy and happiness.      

       However, more hopeful than David Lurie’s perspective on ageing is actually David 

Kepesh’s. His realisation about his own nature brings a more positive view on the ageing 

issue and the opportunity to change although he is an old man. Kepesh’s life history is quite 

similar to David’s in the respect that they have both dedicated a large part of their lives to 

women. Kepesh has tried to live his life detached from any deeper emotions, according to his 

conception of freedom. However he starts questioning his ideals and he even wonders 

whether it is realistic to go through life without emotional involvement in other people. 

Kepesh thinks about himself: “my son may not wish to know any better, but I go about the 

world insisting that I do, and still the extraneous creeps in. Jealousy creeps in. Attachment 

creeps in. The eternal problem of attachment.”63 The death of his best friend and confidante 

George also makes him realise his own mortality and question his ideals. The freedom that he 

has always held so sacred is no longer as appealing; it actually seems that his age makes him 

feel lonely.    

       Furthermore, it seems that his feelings for Consuela change and no longer are solely 

sexual. Because of her illness, his feelings for her deepen and he notices, not without 

reluctance, that he might even want to spend his life with her. “…maybe now that I’m nearing 

death, I also long secretly not to be free.”64 In her review of The Dying Animal, Molly Haskell 

questions what it would mean for Kepesh to help Consuela:  

        

       he is forced to confront the consequences of his own lifelong flight from responsibility,   

       his pathological hunger for the new, the young, the fair, the whole. Would 

                                                 
62 J.M. Coetzee, Disgrace (London: Vintage, 2000) 219. 
63 P. Roth, The Dying Animal (London: Vintage, 2002) 105. 
64 Ibid., 106. 
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       helping her in her hour of pain, in a state he by definition finds abhorrent, be his salvation 

       or a betrayal of his own sacred dedication to the flesh?”65  

 

It is implied that he actually goes to comfort her and chooses to create a more emotionally 

involved relationship. Thus, Kepesh alters his whole way of life. 

        Kate Brown in The Summer Before the Dark also goes through a life crisis that changes 

her whole idea of life. Kate’s experience is an intensified ageing process because during one 

summer she grows old. Kate’s interior journey is symbolised by her dream of the seal that has 

to get to water or it will die. It is Kate’s subconscious that speaks to her through the dream 

and tells her the urgency of finding herself again, or her true self will inevitably die.  

       During her interior journey, Kate tries to recollect memories from the past that will make 

her remember who she was before family life changed her. She recognises that sometime 

between Kate the girl who married Michael and Kate of three years ago “the rot had set in.”66 

Nothing in her previous life had prepared her for married life and all the sacrifices she had to 

accept. She has been viewing her sacrifices as virtues but slowly she starts to see things 

differently. In retrospect, her adaptability to her family and society’s opinion about how 

women should behave suddenly seems absurd:  

        

       All those years were now seeming like a betrayal of what she really was. While her body,  

       her needs, her emotions–all of herself-had been turning like a sunflower after one man, all  

       that time she had been holding in her hands something else, the something precious, 

       offering it in vain to her husband, her children, to everyone she knew–but it had never  

       been taken. But this thing she had offered, without knowing she was doing it, which had  

       been ignored by herself and by everyone else, was what was real in her.67  

        

Kate eventually chooses to stop living through her physical attractiveness. She realises that 

with her new aged appearance, she gains a new kind of freedom. Her grey hair is a small sign 

of rebellion against her family’s perception of her and a statement that her personality has 

changed. Instead of using her beauty and her pleasant manners she is determined to develop 

other aspects of her personality: “The light that is the desire to please had gone out. And about 

                                                 
65 M. Haskell, ”Review of The Dying Animal by Philip Roth” (New Leader 84, no. 3, 2001) 38. 
66 D. Lessing, The Summer Before the Dark (New York: Vintage, 1983) 86. 
67 Ibid., 126.  
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time too…”68 There is, however, a recognition that she has accomplished something by 

successfully bringing up her children and that all her sacrifices actually have not been in vain. 

The mistake she made was in losing herself completely somewhere along the way       

       However, Kate is able to come through her crisis as a stronger person with greater insight 

about who she is and with an awareness that she is not living her life according to her own 

values. When Kate contemplates her return to her family, she is uncertain about whether she 

will continue to conform to their perception of her or if she will decide not to. There is a 

strong sense that Kate finds her strength again and that, although she will continue her life 

with her family, she will reclaim her right to individuality. Hence, Kate is able to see her 

future in a much brighter light than before: “She saw that the sun was in front of her, not 

behind, not far far behind, under the curve of the earth, which was where it had been for so 

long. She looked at it, a large, light, brilliant, buoyant, tumultuous sun that seemed to sing.”69  

Thus, the ageing process is a rewarding experience for Kate that finally gives her courage and 

allows her to be her true self. Her maturity and new wisdom is apparent on the outside as well 

as on the inside and she chooses to celebrate it by keeping the grey in her hair.  

       For Sarah Durham in Love, Again, her ageing has not been a reality until she falls in love 

with first Bill and then Henry. Sarah seems to believe that Henry is her last chance for love in 

life, after him there will only be a meaningless waiting for death: “…when Henry was gone, a 

black pit was waiting for her; she could feel it there…”70 In her review of Love, Again, 

Maureen Corrigan notes that Lessing describes Sarah in a way that “…always looming in the 

horizon is the melancholy certainty that Sarah, by choice or circumstance, will eventually 

return to the sexual life-in-death state of solitary older women”71, and that is exactly what 

happens. Sarah keeps her hopes up as long as she can but she must finally accept that Henry 

chooses his family before her. 

       Sarah perceives her feelings of love and lust for Bill and Henry as extremely painful and 

they make her scrutinise her childhood and upbringing. She tries to find the original source of 

her painful feelings and eventually she realises that her distressing feelings of loss are 

connected to experiences in her childhood. However, after her tumultuous feelings, Sarah has 

visibly aged: 

  

       At first glance he has not much changed, but a closer look says otherwise. She has aged 
                                                 
68 D. Lessing, The Summer Before the Dark (New York: Vintage, 1983) 243. 
69 Ibid., 241. 
70 D. Lessing, Love, Again (New York: HarperPerennial, 1997) 241.  
71 M. Corrigan, ‘Improbably Star-Crossed’, Rev. of Love, Again (The Nation, No. 18, 1996) 62-63, 66.  
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       by ten years. For one thing, her hair, which for so long remained like a smooth dulled 

       metal, now has grey bands across the front. She has acquired that slow cautious look of  

       the elderly, as if afraid of what they will see around the next corner.72        

 

It is noticeable that Sarah’s ageing and her newfound wisdom are visible in her external 

appearance. By the end of the novel, it is apparent that Sarah has buried her sexuality 

permanently and there is no hope that she will engage herself in a love affair ever again. 

However, she seems content with her new role in life. Her crisis leads to a realisation of her 

mortality and an acceptance of her new identity as an aged woman. She has redecorated her 

flat and she makes way for her daughter and her grandchildren. Sarah’s role as a grandmother 

is thus emphasised and reinforces the perception of her as an aged woman. 

       Thus, the female characters eventually seem quite content with their new roles in life. 

Kate Brown is full of confidence while Sarah seems to be satisfied with leading a quiet life as 

a grandmother. Although ageing doubtlessly leads to greater understanding for the men as 

well, they still seem to have more problems with accepting their ageing and finding new roles 

in life. When David Lurie finally accepts his ageing, it is not in a very embracing, positive 

way. David Kepesh also alters his whole way of life, but he still does not give the impression 

of being content with his new situation. Another apparent difference is that the female 

characters have visibly aged because of their new insights; their appearances are radically 

altered while this aspect is not regarded at all in the novels with the male protagonists.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
72 D. Lessing, Love, Again (New York: HarperPerennial, 1997) 349. 
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Conclusion 
 

The protagonists of these novels experience role loss, both as potential lovers and as mothers 

or fathers. They all consider their lost sexual attractiveness and their invisibility as crises. The 

male protagonists have built a great deal of their personalities upon their ability to attract 

women and when they realise that their attractiveness is fading, they become lost and 

disillusioned. The female characters also experience their decreasing physical attractiveness 

as crises. For Kate Brown and David Lurie, the feeling of role loss is emphasised by the fact 

that it involves their lost roles as parents as well as lovers. The concept of role loss in life is 

strikingly similar between the male and the female protagonists.            

       All the characters obviously do not fit the general view of the elderly, which is most 

apparent in their sexual feelings. They are astonished and aggravated that their sexuality is not 

put to rest although their external appearances decline. This is the same for the female 

characters as well as the male. Kate Brown is just in the beginning of experiencing that men 

no longer view her as a sexual creature and for Sarah Durham, ageing becomes apparent when 

she becomes attracted to men who are far younger than herself. The male characters obviously 

also have problems with their decreasing sexual attractiveness. Thus, the feelings of sexual 

disqualification because of their ages seem to be shared irrespective of the characters’ gender.       

However, the way the characters’ sexual experience is valued in the novels differs between 

the male and the female protagonists. The male characters are described as more interesting 

and attractive because of their sexual experience while the female protagonists only seem to 

intimidate younger men because of theirs.         

       Furthermore, the characters’ relationships with younger partners cause them much pain, 

agony and jealousy because of the age differences. For David Lurie, his relationship with his 

student is considered immoral and causes him to lose his job. It is further evident that his 

feelings for Melanie Isaacs grow to be more paternal than sexual; several times he mistakenly 

calls himself her father. For David Kepesh, his love affair with the young girl Consuela 

Castillo throws him into a rage of jealousy and obsession that he has not experienced before. 

For the female protagonists, the age differences cause severe problems as well. Sarah Durham 

is attracted to the young actor Bill, but the age difference between them makes a relationship 

seem impossible. She realises that even her good friend Stephen condemns her for her 

feelings. Kate Brown has a brief affair with a young man and she is also aware of society’s 
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judgmental opinions, although her greatest problem with the relationship is her maternal 

feelings towards the young man. 

       Thus, both the female and male protagonists have the same kind of problems in their 

relationships with younger partners, they struggle with society’s judgmental opinions 

concerning the age differences and they have mixed feelings towards their younger partners. 

However, there is a difference in the fact that for the male characters, their intellectuality and 

experience are emphasised as reasons why younger women are attracted to them. These assets 

are not at all valued for the female characters, they only seem to attract younger men because 

they are still youthful looking and beautiful.        

       The responses that the characters have to these tumultuous feelings regarding ageing vary 

very much. Although both the male and the female characters develop other aspects of their 

personalities in response to their lost youth, the male characters seem less content with their 

new positions in life. The male characters tend to show more signs of hopelessness while the 

women respond to their crisis with renewed strength and hope. Another apparent difference in 

these particular novels is that both the female characters have visibly aged during their inner 

journeys, their newfound wisdom and maturity is apparent on the outside as well on the inside 

while this aspect is not regarded at all with the male characters. However, in the aspect that 

has been analysed, it is apparent that the similarities between the ageing male respectively 

female characters far overshadow the differences.           
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